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Welcome to Potencia Technologies...
A load loss event is the worst nightmare of every IT and facility
manager out there. Unplanned downtime can represent loss of company reputation, lost production time, lost
man-hours, and ultimately lost revenue. Much work can therefore be involved in the design and
implementation of your power and cooling systems for your IT and
How effective is the monitoriong of your IT
facility environments. UPSs are a crucial part of this physical
and Facilities physical infrastructure? It can
infrastructure. One of the key factors that will minimize the chance of
be very difficult to manage what you may not
any unplanned outages for your mission critical loads is a
be monitoring. Take advantage of the
communications capabilities of your UPS.
maintenance program that properly reflects your site availability
requirements.
When we design a solution we start by looking at the corporate business requirements. This helps us in
assessing the level of criticality for any power and cooling systems that are required. High availability business
systems demand a level of redundancy and maintainability that would not be found in sites that are more risk
tolerant.
UPSs are designed to condition input power and provide battery backup to insure a stable and reliable source
of power for any connected devices. Implementing the appropriate service program for your UPS system is
crucial to (1) insuring there are no load loss events due to unplanned downtime, and (2) receiving the proper
service life out of the UPS.

UPS Service Contracts
Larger single phase, and all 3-phase UPS products will typically require a regular program of on-site
maintenance to insure your UPS’s are performing according
to manufacturer specifications. The main components of any
Having a proper UPS maintenance program can give you
UPS service plan are some level of parts and labor
the peace of mind of knowing that you will achieve
maximum availability of your connected loads, while
coverage, hours of coverage, emergency service, and
obtaining the maximum service life of your UPS as well!
preventative maintenance inspections. All these aspects of
the service contract should come together in a manner that
addresses the level of availability you require from any equipment connected to the UPS.
Single Phase UPS Product Support
Service contract coverage is typically more of a requirement where on-site service is capable. Most small,
single phase UPS products today are designed to be plug and play, user-replaceable devices that will never
see a UPS service technician if there is a problem. Warranty and service support of these types of UPSs
typically consists of replacement UPSs being sent to the site, with the problem unit being returned to the
manufacturer. Once the UPS is beyond the original warranty period there may be an option to extend the
warranty, but site maintenance of UPSs of this type is very limited, and may only involve the ability to swap out
replacement batteries. The exception to this would be
Hot-Swappable, vs. User Replaceable – These terms do
UPSs where UPS electronics are designed in a modular
not mean the same thing. With respect to replacement
fashion that lends itself to on-site replacement.
batteries, there can be lethal DC voltage present in a
replacement battery pack or tray. It is important to observe
manufacturer recommended replacement procedures with
It is important to deal with a knowledgeable professional
any on-site user maintainable features of your UPS.
when looking at your single phase UPS support options
to make sure you implement a support program that reflects the actual serviceability of the product, and meets
your requirements. With new products, extended warranties can be a worthwhile option to extend
manufacturer support of a single phase UPS that is not field maintainable.
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Larger Single Phase & Three Phase Product Support
In looking at the available support options for your larger single phase and three phase UPSs, it is critical to
remember that “NOT ALL SUPPORT OPTIONS ARE CREATED EQUAL”. Essentially the choices of
maintenance options boil down to design of a maintenance
program based on OEM authorized UPS service support, vs.
Factory approved replacement parts must be used
to maintain all proper CSA, and UL product
non-authorized, third party service support.

approvals, and to maintain proper reliability of your
UPS. Any modifications or use of nonstandard parts
can void warranty and equipment certifications.

A proper maintenance program involves the following:
• Service personnel with required training on your UPSs,
and necessary refreshing on product enhancements and advances
• Factory approved replacement parts
• Engineering documentation
• Software and firmware upgrades
• Licensed service tools for proper access to equipment alarms and events
• The number of support technicians in your area to support your equipment in the time you require

In the UPS industry, the only parties who can provide all of the above are the factory trained and authorized
service support technicians. Third party support companies DO NOT have access to these resources, and if
they did they could potentially be in violation of
The battery in your UPS accounts for 75% of the unplanned outages in
copyright laws. Without the proper tools the ability
any UPS system. The UPS monitors the battery string health, but this
rd
of a 3 party service provider is limited to
doesn’t tell us what is happening at an individual cell level. Critical sites
providing minor preventative maintenance on
might find this strategy more beneficial than redundant battery strings,
and could possibly benefit greatly from a separate battery monitoring
your UPS. It is also important to realize that the
system that monitors the individual batteries within a battery string.
support of the product is specific to the
manufacturer. In other words, the service
technician from UPS manufacturer A does not maintain the UPS from manufacturer B, and vice versa.
Our Goal
We see our job as the support of the solution throughout the lifecycle of the equipment. To this end we will
assist our customers by, (1) looking at their site requirements, and (2) fashioning a service support agreement
to facilitates the level of required availability. We have extensive experience in assisting customers with
implementation of substantive maintenance programs with their OEM, and can take on service contract
directly (OEM facilitated) where circumstances would make this the right approach for the customer, i.e.
building a single contracting vehicle for the support of multiple UPSs from different OEMs, etc. In the end, we
will make sure we provide our customers with the best available
information to help them in making the best possible decisions
We like the idea of having options too, but we will
for the pursuit of their business goals.
not allow this to undermine the ultimate goal of
insuring availability for connected customer loads.

Should you wish to discuss your UPS maintenance support
requirements please contact your Potencia Technologies representative at 613-831-0269 or 519-914-5713.
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